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Abstract
The vast majority of the chores in the living cell involve protein–protein interactions.
Providing details of protein interactions at the residue level and incorporating them into
protein interaction networks are crucial toward the elucidation of a dynamic picture of cells.
Despite the rapid increase in the number of structurally known protein complexes, we are still
far away from a complete network. Given experimental limitations, computational modeling
of protein interactions is a prerequisite to proceed on the way to complete structural networks.
In this work, we focus on the question ‘how do proteins interact?’ rather than ‘which proteins
interact?’ and we review structure-based protein–protein interaction prediction approaches.
As a sample approach for modeling protein interactions, PRISM is detailed which combines
structural similarity and evolutionary conservation in protein interfaces to infer structures of
complexes in the protein interaction network. This will ultimately help us to understand the
role of protein interfaces in predicting bound conformations.

1. Introduction

Proteins are involved in many processes varying from
transcripton regulation to signaling or from catalyzing
enzymatic reactions to forming molecular machines like
ribosomes. Considering the unquestionable role of proteins
in the cell makes researchers center their efforts on the
identification of protein–protein interactions. Combinatorial
interactions result in a repertoire of multiple functions; hence,
knowledge of binding regions naturally serve to functional
proteomics and drug discovery. At this point, in addition
to the question ‘which proteins are interacting with which
others?’, the question ‘how does the interaction take place?’
is challenging toward the understanding of the processes in
the cell. The hint for the answer to the second question
is hidden in structural biology. Atomistic details of protein
complex structures provide both conformations of complexes
and clues for binding mechanisms. However, the number
of protein complex structures [1] is less than the number of
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experimentally known interactions. To fill this gap, much
effort has been made for 3D modeling of protein complexes
[2].

This review is designed to assess the current situation
of structure-based prediction of protein complexes. It starts
with a general overview on how protein structures add a new
dimension into protein interaction networks, and continues
with the review of the structure-based prediction algorithms to
model protein complexes; mainly, docking and template-based
approaches. Within this concept, we elaborate PRISM [3, 4]
which is an efficient template-based prediction algorithm to
model protein complexes combining structural similarity and
evolutionary conservation. PRISM illustrates how available
structural data can be effectively utilized to predict protein
interactions.

2. From pairwise protein interactions to structural
networks

Experimentally, the pairwise interaction data of proteins on
a large scale can be obtained by several methods, such as
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Figure 1. The protein interaction network of humans taken from DIP. The network picture just illustrates pairwise interactions of proteins;
however, when details are examined, structural data incorporate one more dimension into this static network. Here, the Rbx1/Cullin1/
Skp1/Skp2/p45 complex and some partners of p53 are illustrated. The PDB IDs of the complexes are 1fqv, 1fs1, 1ldk, 1gzh and 1ycs.

yeast two-hybrid [5], phage display [6], protein arrays [7] and
affinity purification [8] techniques. Experimental databases,
such as DIP [9], MINT [10], BIND [11] (a component of
BOND), BioGrid [12], and IntAct [13], catalog the data
gained by these techniques to serve researchers dealing with
protein interactions. Experimental data are biased toward
complexes with high stability and high quantity, their cellular
localization and evolutionary conservation [14]. In addition,
distinct experimental information from different resources
may conflict with each other resulting in high false positive
rates [15]. However, there is a decreasing trend in the false-
positive rate of high-throughput experiments [16]. Besides
these high-throughput experiments, mass spectrometry is used
to identify components of protein complexes [17] and site-
directed mutagenesis is used to identify which residues have
critical roles in binding [18].

These techniques only provide which proteins interact
with which others and give a static picture excluding relative
orientations of interacting proteins and the residue level details.
In figure 1, a sample protein interaction map for humans taken
from DIP is illustrated. Incorporation of the residue level
details of protein interactions, how they take place, can be
achieved only by obtaining structural data about them. In
figure 1, two modules are highlighted and details are shown
with structural data. While the classical interaction map claims
that five proteins in the first module somehow interact with
each other, the structural information specifically shows that
these five proteins may interact simultaneously to form a large

protein complex (Rbx1/Cullin1/Skp1/Skp2/p45 complex) in
the ubiquitination pathway. On the other hand, the structural
details of the second module shows that the DNA binding
domain of p53 uses the same region to interact with 53BP1
and 53BP2 and these interactions are not simulatenously
possible. In this way, the classical interaction map gains
another dimension with the structural data. Hence, the next
step in systems biology is to move from static networks to
dynamic networks [19].

The structure determination of the protein complexes
is achieved by x-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy
[20] and cryo-electron microscopy (EM) [21]. While x-ray
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy provide information
at atomic resolution, EM is at low resolution where atomic
details are not distinguishable. X-ray crystallography is the
most widely used technique and gives static information about
protein structure [22]. NMR data are obtained in solution; in
this way, the dynamic properties of the studied protein can be
analyzed. The main drawback of NMR is the size limitation of
the protein complex that can be studied. Transient complexes
are underrepresented in the structural data because of their
crystallization problems [23]. Therefore, methods like cryo-
EM are useful for visualization of transient complexes. The
relative positions of the subunits in a protein complex and the
interacting residues can be obtained by cryo-EM, but at low
resolution. The limitations of each experimental technique
can be complemented by each other or by computational
techniques [24]. Combining the electron microscopy data
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for a large complex with the crystal data of the subunits
may provide a complete picture for this large complex. For
example, the structural and mechanistic models of the clathrin
lattice are obtained by hybrid experimental methods [25]. In
another example, Sali and co-workers modeled the structure
of the large molecule human-RNAPII by combining several
experimental resources and computational techniques where
3D atomic details of the subunits are from ModBase, the
pairwise interaction data of the subunits are from BioGrid
[12] and the generated model is put into the EM density map
with an optimization stage [24].

3. Structure-based protein–protein interaction
prediction algorithms

As the amount of structural data increases, what we know
about protein interactions also gets deeper. Proteins interact
with their partners using the interface region on their surfaces.
The characteristics of these regions—amino acid frequency,
packing, hydrophobicity, conservation—are more similar to
the interior of the proteins rather than to their surface regions
[26–28]. However, recent studies show that the dependence is
more complex if the core region of interfaces are surrounded by
a rim region composed of less important residues [29]. Also,
residues in binding regions are less flexible than the remaining
surface residues [30–32]. However, these characteristics also
change according to the interaction types. Proteins associate
and dissociate continuously in transient interactions; hence this
interaction type is underrepresented in structural data [23]. On
the other hand, obligate interactions are tighter than transient
ones. Transient interfaces are planar [33], less conserved [34]
and smaller than obligate ones. For the stability of the protein
complexes, geometric and electrostatic complementarity is a
necessary factor [28, 35–37].

From an energetic perspective, the residues in protein
interfaces do not have equal contributions in binding, rather
some of these residues, called ‘hot spots’, play exceptional
roles, [38]. Hot spots may also be considered as drug targets,
and the existence of hot spots addresses the question how
a small molecule can disrupt an interaction having a large
binding area. Drug molecules can prevent the undesired
interactions by binding and blocking the hot spots. Hot spots
are usually found in strong obligate complexes; however,
recently, it has been shown that transient complexes also
have binding hot spots [39]. Sequence conservation is not
a distinctive feature for hot spots [40], while hot spots are
structurally conserved [41]. The limited experimental data on
hot spots [42, 43] forced researchers to develop computational
approaches for determining hot spots. The elucidation of the
significant features of hot spots in recent years has led to
the construction of efficient computational methods to predict
them [40, 41, 44–52].

In spite of this broad range of information about protein
interfaces, still there is not a strict rule which can completely
distinguish the binding sites from the rest of the protein surface.
However, a combination of all this knowledge helps to design
effective prediction algorithms to model protein interactions.
In this section, structure-based prediction algorithms are

reviewed in two classes: docking strategies and template-
based approaches, respectively.

3.1. Docking strategies

From the structural point of view, modeling protein complexes
is frequently achieved via ‘docking’. The aim of docking is
to find the best match for given 3D coordinates of receptor
and ligand proteins. Several docking algorithms have been
developed throughout the years [53–58]. Docking strategies
are composed of a fast search algorithm to obtain the
candidate conformations and a high quality scoring function
for the ranking of these conformations toward finding the
near native model. Geometric, chemical and electrostatic
complementarity, van der Waals forces or knowledge-based
potentials [59] are mainly considered in scoring functions.
Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI) is a
concerted effort for assessing the performance of docking
strategies, where at every round several docking methods
attempt to predict the near native complex states of the given
unbound protein structures [60, 61]. CAPRI is useful to follow
the situation of current docking strategies and improvements
throughout the years [62]. Docking Benchmarks, which
contains bound and unbound forms of protein structures, is
another source for testing the docking algorithms [63, 64].
From past to present, the performances of docking strategies
have improved [61, 65, 66], for example, enzyme-inhibitor
complexes are easier to model. However, scoring functions
of the docking algorithms are still not optimal. Hence, the
correct assessment of the modeled protein complexes with
these scoring functions is still an important issue [67]. While
docking is very useful to find the 3D models of the protein
complexes it is very challenging, especially on a large scale.
First of all, in the absence of additional information about
the interaction of two proteins, they give several false positive
binding orientations. In addition, docking is computationally
very expensive on a large scale. Recently, the first large-
scale docking effort was performed and 3000 putative protein
complexes were modeled for the yeast protein network [68].
Another issue in docking is flexibility. While two proteins are
interacting, they undergo conformational changes, including
both side-chain and backbone conformations. To accurately
find the native state of the protein complexes, flexibility should
also be incorporated into the rigid body docking algorithms.
Toward this aim, refinement algorithms are developed to
reassess the rigid-body docking solutions and to rerank the
modeled interactions [69–71].

In recent years, docking strategies have incorporated
binding site prediction approaches to restrict the wide range
of solution space rather than ab initio calculations. As an
example, all binding modes of a targeted protein (PSD-95) and
its homologs are extracted and this information is used to limit
the solution space for docking purposes [72]. In another study,
binding site prediction algorithms are first applied to filter the
candidate conformations and then the docking procedure is
applied which improves the performance of the method on
docking benchmark proteins [73]. Also, PIPE web server
[74], which predicts candidate interface residues from the
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Figure 2. Classification of template-based approaches. In a sequence homology-based prediction, templates are protein complexes having
sequence similarity with target proteins. Here, the chymotrypsin/ovomucoid complex is predicted from the trypsinogen/pancreatic trypsin
inhibitor. In structural homology, independent of sequence similarity, the overall structures of the template and target proteins are similar, as
in the interaction between matripase and trypsin inhibitor I predicted from the Elastase-1/hybrid squash inhibitor complex. In an
interface-based prediction, just the interface region of the template protein complex is used to search similarity with target proteins.
Rap1-A/Gadd45 complex is modeled using the interface between exoenzyme S and human Rac.

sequence to restrict the solution space and then applies docking
algorithms, has well performed in the CAPRI challenge [75].

3.2. Template-based prediction approaches

With the growth of the structural data for protein complexes,
template-based methods attract more attention where a
protein complex is modeled using sequence or structural
similarity to a known protein complex (template). In all
template-based methods, the procedure is very elegant and
straightforward: select a high quality non-redundant template
dataset composed of known protein complexes, extrapolate
the known data to identify unknown interactions by using
the sequence or structural similarity, rank the predictions
according to a scoring function, i.e. statistical potentials or
energy functions. Template-based methods mainly decrease
the solution space and help docking approaches by limiting
the possible orientations. These methods are computationally
more efficient than the docking strategies and easily applicable
at the proteome scale [3]. The template-based methods are also
suitable for proteome-scale studies [76].

Construction of a non-redundant template set is the
most challenging part for all template-based methods to
model an interaction, because mistaken templates can produce
false-positive binding regions. Hence, each template-based
prediction method has different approaches to generate a non-
redundant template set. The limitation of template-based
methods is the availability of similar templates to the target
proteins in the dataset, i.e. a complex structure cannot be
predicted if there is no template similar to the targets to form
the complex. However, if there are similar templates in the

dataset, finding a prediction is very fast and reliable. With
the exponential growth of the number of protein complexes in
PDB, template-based prediction methods will gain much more
attention in the near future.

We can analyze template-based methods in two classes:
homology-based methods (sequence homology or structural
homology) and interface-based methods (see figure 2).

3.2.1. Homology-based approaches. Homology-based
methods first appeared in the context of template-based
prediction approaches. These approaches are based on the
finding that proteins associate in a similar way if their sequence
identity is as high as 30–40% [77], while several exceptional
cases are available [78]. However, the joint sequence
identity (the geometric mean of the sequence identities for
two pairs of interacting proteins) is found to be at least
80% for a reliable interolog mapping of a protein–protein
interaction between different species [79]. Aloy and Russell
[80] searched the sequence homologs of the known protein
complexes and scored the predicted interactions between
homolog proteins using empirical potentials derived from
known protein interactions. These potentials are usually used
to assess the predicted complex, because implementation and
computation of knowledge-based potentials are simple and
their success has been proven previously [81–85]. If the score
of a predicted complex is high enough, the homologous protein
pair associates in a similar way with the template complex.
This method is utilized to model protein complexes in a
yeast interaction network and fibroblast growth factor/receptor
systems. Later, InterPreTS was designed as a web server to
predict protein interactions using this method for a given set
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of protein sequences which implements the Blast2 search tool
to find the homologs [86].

Skolnick and co-workers spent remarkable efforts on
predicting homology-based protein interactions. The basis
of Multiprospector depends on multimeric threading [87].
Multiprospector uses a template library composed of protein
complexes besides monomers. The algorithm is composed
of two phases. In the first phase, each target sequence
is assigned to a protein structure in the template library.
In the second phase, single chain threading is extended
to multi-chain threading and each target protein pair is
assigned to a group of quaternary structure. The quality
of the predictions is assessed by the interfacial potentials
and Z-scores. These knowledge-based statistical potentials
are shown to discriminate native interactions from artificial
ones with an accuracy of 90% [88] on a dataset of known
interactions [89]. Multiprospector can perform well even
when there is no sequence similarity between target proteins
and template complex. Multiprospector is applied on a large
scale to the yeast interaction network and 7321 interactions
are modeled. The quality of the predictions is assessed with
co-localization and molecular function [90]. The drawbacks
of this algorithm are that it cannot consider the conformational
changes upon binding and also it cannot correctly balance the
relative position of the proteins. M-Tasser is developed to
solve these problems which explicitly combines the backbone
flexibility with the threading to find predictions [91]. In
another approach, structural homology is considered and
complexes formed between single-domain-containing proteins
are considered in the template dataset [92]. Weakly binding
complexes are eliminated from this dataset. By superimposing
the target domains onto template complexes, models for
protein complexes are generated and the models are ranked
according to an energy function. Alexov and co-workers also
used sequence homology to predict 3D structures of protein
complexes [93]. Protein complexes in the template set are
taken from ProtCom database [94]. Their method resulted in
complex models of good quality for 44% of the cases.

Recently, Kundrotas et al constructed the GWIDD
database composed of the experimental and homology-based
models for several species toward the structural representation
of all genomes [95]. Homology-based protein modeling can
cover at most 20% of the overall protein–protein interactions.
The advantage of homology-based prediction is that the
method can produce predictions for the proteins that are
unstructured in their unbound state only by comparing
the sequence similarity. WSsas, another homology-based
prediction strategy, searches homologs of the queried protein
sequences on known protein structures to map the functional
residues [96]. IBIS serves as a database where the binding site
of proteins are inferred from structurally known homologs by
considering structure and sequence conservation [97].

Besides the homology, the structural similarity of overall
protein structures, mainly the domain information, is also
integrated to search putative protein complexes. Distinct
members of domain families can associate in a similar manner
[98]. Sali and co-workers matched the overall domains
to predict protein interactions. Scoring of these putative

complexes were performed using statistical potentials as in
Multiprospector. Potentials derived from side chain–side
chain contacts were found to distinguish the non-native
contacts with an accuracy of 0.993 on a test set composed
of 100 protein complexes [99]. This method was later applied
to a target dataset composed of host and pathogen proteins
to model the interactions between them [100]. Aloy et al
considered overall structural fold similarity besides sequence
similarity to make the structural interaction network of yeast
more complete [101]. Later, prediction of domain pairs which
mediate protein–protein interactions was also performed using
statistical analysis [102].

In addition to using statistical potentials as in [88, 99],
there are also some other methods which distinguish crystal
packing from native interactions and define biounits with
high success rates, such as PISA [103] and ProtCID [104].
These methods are crucial for modeling of complexes. The
former one is based on chemical thermodynamics and the
latter searches the targeted protein complex in multiple crystal
forms. In another method, dynamics of interface residues are
considered for discrimination [105]. There are also several
methods based on machine learning approaches combining
geometric and physicochemical properties [106, 107].

3.2.2. Interface-based approaches. Structures of proteins
are evolutionarily more conserved than their sequences; further
interface regions of proteins are more conserved than their
overall structures [108]. Hence, the illustration of the
concept that different protein pairs can use similar interface
architectures [109, 110] inspired the idea that just using the
interface region—independent from sequence similarity or
global fold similarity of protein pairs—can produce promising
models for protein complexes.

PRISM [3, 4] is the first algorithm presenting this concept
to model protein complexes where if two complementary
partners of a template interface are similar to the surface of
two target proteins, these two proteins principally interact
with each other using this template architecture. PRISM
considers both geometric complementarity and evolutionary
conservation while searching for similar spatial motifs on the
target protein surface. This method is used to generate a
structural interaction map of cancer proteins [111] and to show
the multi-face nature of the hub proteins [112]. The details of
the PRISM are explained in the next section with case studies.

Recently, several works have appeared which are similar
to PRISM. One of them is ISearch which depends on the
same foundation as PRISM with one exception: the template
interfaces in this method are domain–domain interfaces
[113]. However, only clustering according to the overall
domain superfamily is not enough to illustrate the structurally
similar interfaces [113]. In a more recent work, Vakser
and his colleagues imply the necessity of template-based
docking independent of sequence homology and global fold
similarity [114]. Their results show that local structural
alignments give more accurate models than global structural
alignments. In a recent work, interface conservation even
for the evolutionarily remote structural neighbors is shown to
be useful for inferring binding sites and Pred-Us is released
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for prediction of protein binding sites in a diverse structural
space [115]. If sequence similarity between a target and
a template is very low, homology-based methods fail to
find any similarity; hence, interface templates are useful to
detect interaction even for the dissimilar target and template
sequences, because prediction through interface templates
is a sequence-independent procedure and as implied in the
previous parts different protein pairs can use similar interface
architectures to interact [1, 109, 116].

The comparison of all these different methods at the
same scale is very difficult because of two reasons. First
of all, validations are done either by checking pairwise
protein interactions available in experimental databases or
testing on a benchmark set composed of structurally known
protein complexes. Second, each method uses different testing
dataset. In addition, performances of the template-based
methods are highly dependent on the selected template set
and there must be a similar motif in the template set to find an
interaction. However, to give an insight about their individual
performances, we list their test sets and accuracy below.

Multiprospector [87] is tested on a benchmark set
composed of 40 homodimer, 15 heterodimers and 69
monomers; among them 36 homodimers, 15 heterodimers and
65 monomers are correctly assigned. On the other side, 144
predicted interactions are verified on an experimental dataset
composed of 2457 yeast interactions. The method developed
by Sali and co-workers [99] predicts 3387 binary interactions
and 1234 higher order complexes, of which 270 binary
and 8 higher order complexes are verified by experimental
databases. The benchmark sets used by Vakser and co-
workers [114] are composed of 99 unbound protein complexes
(27 enzyme inhibitor, 6 antibody–antigen, 2 cytokine or
hormone/receptors, and 64 other complexes) and 372 bound
complexes. Their method produces acceptable models for
42% and 56% of these sets, respectively. In the work of
Aloy and Russell [80], 59 predicted interactions are found
in an experimental yeast dataset containing 2590 interactions
and their method is illustrated on fibroblast growth factors
and receptors and cyclin-dependent kinase systems. ISearch
[113] finds at least one acceptable model for 45 of the 59
test cases. Pred-Us [115] gives 125 good models out of
188 docking benchmark proteins. PRISM [3] is validated
on the experimental interaction databases. In total, 62,616
interactions are predicted from all PDB entries and of which
597 are verified in DIP, 431 are verified in BIND and 1094 are
verified in PDB.

4. General overview of the PRISM algorithm

Despite their unquestionable advantages, both the docking and
template-based prediction algorithms have several drawbacks.
As an advantage, docking strategies have flexibility and energy
assessment; however, because of the computational chore of
the docking and producing many possible conformations, it
is very difficult to apply them on the proteome scale. On the
other hand, template-based methods restrict the solution space;
however, they discard the energy assessment and flexibility.
PRISM is a hybrid prediction protocol where the protein

complex models are generated from template interfaces and
the assessment of these complexes are achieved by geometric
complementarity and conservation of matching hot spots. The
basis depends on structural similarity of template interfaces
to target surfaces. The prediction algorithm is independent
from sequence homology and overall fold similarity, but
with the knowledge of homologous proteins and similar folds
interacting in a similar manner, it also implicitly covers these
types of interactions. Hence, this method covers homology-
based methods and produces extra interactions using structural
similarity of the interface region. In the forthcoming
version of PRISM, the assessment of the predicted complexes
will be achieved by a flexible docking refinement approach
which will combine both template-based predictions with
flexible docking. PRISM constitutes three consecutive stages:
(i) non-redundant template set generation, (ii) surface
extraction of target proteins, (iii) structural alignment,
transformation and filtering (see figure 3). In the following
sections these stages will be detailed.

4.1. Construction of a non-redundant template set for
high-quality predictions

For high quality predictions, a template set should be
as structurally diverse as possible to cover most of the
interactions. Hence, structural alignment of the interfaces—
independent of their sequence and global folds—has an
essential role in template generation. Geometric hashing is
one of the very powerful methods to align interfaces and to find
structural similarity between them [1, 109, 110]. There are also
other interface alignment algorithms such as I2ISiteEngine
[117], iAlign [118] and Galinter [119]. I2ISiteEngine [117]
also uses geometric hashing for interface alignment; however,
it considers the physicochemical properties of atoms (such
as donor, acceptor) in addition to their spatial arrangements.
Galinter [119] represents the van der Waals interactions and
hydrogen bonds within the interface as vectors and aligns
these vectors with each other to find similarity between two
interfaces. Despite different features used, performances of
I2ISiteEngine and Galinter are similar. iAlign [118] uses
heuristics techniques and iterative dynamic programming. The
accuracy of iAlign was higher than I2ISiteEngine on the same
test set; further, the computational time comparison points
out that the iAlign algorithm is much faster. In PRISM,
we utilized the geometric hashing algorithm to align protein
interfaces implemented in the MultiProt engine [120] which
was modified to serve the interface alignment task.

In the current version, 49 512 interfaces from all PDB
entries (as of February 2006) are extracted where an interface
is defined by both the contacting interface residues and
their neighboring residues (the residues whose Cα atoms are
closer than 6 Å to the Cα atom of contacting residues) to
preserve the architecture of the interface. These interfaces
are structurally clustered by the geometric hashing algorithm
into 8205 clusters [1]. For the alignment of the interfaces just
Cα atoms are considered. In this dataset, all interfaces are
compared to each other iteratively and if they are structurally
similar, they go to the same cluster. Interfaces in the same
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Figure 3. A schematic representation of the PRISM algorithm. The upper box is one of the templates with hot spots (red dots), while the
middle box represents the targets whose hot spots and structures are known. The algorithm seeks pairs of proteins from box two that are
similar to constituent proteins of the template complex and lists possible interacting pairs.

clusters show how an interface architecture can be reused by
different protein pairs. For computational effectiveness, a
subset of these 8205 representative interfaces was considered.
We selected the heterodimeric protein interfaces, resulting in
1037 interfaces. Template sets can also be target specific. For
example, the characteristics of signaling protein complexes
imply rather transient nature and small interface area. So, in
the generation of the template set, these features should be
considered.

In addition to generating a structurally non-redundant
template dataset, incorporating hot spots is very important
to consider evolutionary information in the prediction
algorithms. Here, we use HotPoint server to extract
computational hot spots in template interfaces which is a
learning-based approach considering solvent accessibility and
total pair potentials of the residues as features [52]. As an
example, the falcipain-2 protein and its inhibitors are shown
to illustrate the hot spot distribution in interfaces in figure 4.
Most of the predicted hot spots on the falcipain-2 side are
not changed despite the different partner proteins (cystatin
and chagasin). Furthermore, the small ligand inhibitor E64
directly targets the hot spots where other partners also bind.
Hence, structural similarity of protein interfaces implies also
structural conservation of hot spots.

4.2. Surface extraction of target proteins

Different from other similar methods, PRISM considers just
surface residues (and the nearby residues of the surface
residues) of the target proteins to compare with the templates,
because only the surface region of the protein is able to interact
with its partner (second stage). Nearby residues are used to
conserve secondary structures on the protein surface and to
avoid incorrect matching of the target with the template. For
surface extraction, NACCESS [121] is used and the residue

whose relative accessibility (the ratio of the accessible surface
area to that of the residue in an extended conformation) is
greater than 15% is considered as a surface residue. Nearby
residues are defined as the residues whose Cα atom is closer
than 5 Å to the Cα atom of any surface residue.

4.3. Structural alignment, transformation and filtering

At the third stage, target protein surfaces are structurally
aligned with each partner of all template interfaces. Here,
structural matching is achieved by Multiprot [120] by
also considering the physicochemical properties of residues
(hydrophobic, polar, charged). Multiprot works independently
of the sequence order while performing the structural
alignment. This feature is positive for the structural alignment
of both template and target, because protein interfaces
and protein surfaces are a subset of the overall structure;
so they might be composed of discontinuous segments.
The evolutionary conservation is incorporated by correctly
matching the hot spots in templates with the target surfaces.
In this algorithm, at least one hot spot of the template interface
should be conserved on the target protein surface. Also,
60% of the template partner should match with the target
surface to pass the structural matching stage. For large
interfaces whose size is more than 50 residues, this threshold
is 40%. Solutions passing the structural matching stage are
transformed onto the template interface and checked for the
residue clashes after transformation. If at least 5 Cα atoms
clash after transformation of the target proteins, these putative
complexes are eliminated from the prediction list. Another
filter is performed to check whether the matching residues of
each side of the template interface are against each other or not.
The filtered set of protein complexes are presented as putative
complexes. In a future work, these predicted complexes
will pass to the flexible refinement stage. For this purpose,
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Figure 4. The cysteine protease Falcipain-2 and its inhibitors (A) cystatin, (B) chagasin and (C) the inhibitor molecule E64. Falcipain-2 is
colored pink and hot spots are shown in surface representation in red. Although overall structures of cystatin and chagasin are different,
their interface regions to falcipain-2 are structurally very similar. The intersection of their hot spots show that the small inhibitor molecule
E64 also directly binds to these hot spots which is consistent with the statement that small molecules target hot spots.

FiberDock [71] will be used. The flexible refinement and
energy calculations solve the problems coming from rigid body
alignment and make the method physically more meaningful.

4.4. Case study: interaction partners of the RAP1-A protein

As shown in figure 5, PRISM predicts two new interaction
partners (HR23A and Gadd45) for RAP1-A using the template
interface between RAP1-A and Raf-1 complex. Although
there is no evidence for these predicted interactions in
experimental databases, both of the new partners function
in DNA repair pathways [122, 123]. Here, the architectural
similarity between Raf-1 side of the template and the surface of
HR23A and Gadd45 is visually distinguishable (see figure 5,
lower panel). Nineteen of 30 residues in the right partner
of the template interface match with the HR23A surface
with an RMSD value of 1.92. In the predicted model of
a RAP1-A/HR23A protein complex, the glutamine residues
at the 14th position of HR23A and the 66th residue of
RAF-1 are conserved and another residue, lysine at the 37th
position, match with the hot spot residue arginine at the 89th
position where both lysine and arginine are hydrophilic and
positively charged residues. On the RAP1-A side, hot spot
residues in the template at the 21st and 40th positions are
also labeled as hot spots in the predicted RAP1-A/HR23A
complex. When we checked the conserved contacts between
the template interface of RAP1-A/Raf-1 and the predicted
complex RAP-1A/HR23A we noticed that there were ten
chemically conserved contacts. The contacts between hot
spots were among them. On the other hand, the two beta and
one helix of the right partner of the template interface (Raf-1
side) matched well with the surface of Gadd45 as illustrated
in figure 5 (RMSD = 1.74). A residue at the 88th position
of the Raf-1 protein in the template is a computational hot
spot. This residue is conserved also at the 44th position of
the surface of Gadd45 and it is predicted as a hot spot in
the putative RAP-1A/Gadd45 complex. Further, according
to this prediction, the residues at the 21st and 40th positions
are also reutilized for the RAP-1A/Gadd45 interaction as hot
spots. There are four chemically conserved contacts between
the template interface of the RAP-1A/Raf-1 complex and the
putative interface of the RAP-1A/Gadd45 complex. These
conserved contacts and reutilization of the same hot spots for
distinct interactions support the possibility of these putative
complexes.

Figure 5. Predicted interaction partners of RAP1-A by PRISM.
Gadd45 (2KG4) and HR23B (1p1a) use the similar interface
architecture to interact with RAP1-A.

5. Summary and outlook

This review is designed to illustrate recent developments in
structural modeling of protein complexes. Although docking
strategies are powerful predictors of protein complexes, they
fail at the proteome scale. In recent years, template-based
procedures have become more popular because of their
efficiency in computational time. Hence, they are easily
applicable on a proteome scale. Also, they limit the solution
space for docking purposes. Further, these methods are very
accurate when the correct template is available in the dataset.
With an exponential increase of the protein complexes in PDB,
available templates also become more diverse; this implies
that template-based methods will be more popular in the near
future. As a sample for template-based prediction algorithms,
we re-introduced the details of the PRISM algorithm. The
basics of PRISM depends on the fact that if structural motifs
of two complimentary partners of a protein interface are found
on the surfaces of target proteins these proteins interact using
this interface architecture, and this modeled protein complex
is assessed using matching residues among template and target
and evolutionary conservation incorporated by hot spots. This
method shows how available structural data can be used to
proceed in identifying protein interactions and their molecular
details.
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